FGS Data Reduction Tutorial
(Last updated 22-Jun-09)

§1 DATA RETRIEVAL:
1. The FGS data can be found at the MAST website: http://archive.stsci.edu
2. For non-proprietary data you may retrieve it anonymously
Username = anonymous, Password = your e-mail
or create an account
http://archive.stsci.edu/registration/registration_form.html

3. From the drop down menu of Mission_Search choose Hubble.
4. To retrieve all your data enter your Proposal ID (e.g. 11943). Otherwise, you can
use any of the other search criteria.
a. Each row in the output corresponds to a separate observation of the target.
The two main columns to look at are the Dataset and the Target Name.
b. Taking the first Dataset as an example: FB9C2W01M
F
- Stands for the instrument used, in this case FGS.
B9C - Is unique to the proposal ID, in this case 11943.
2W - Is a base 36 number corresponding to the visit number.
01 - Is the exposure number. Multiple exposures are due to long
and short scans.
M - Means that the data is merged, which is the case for all
FGS data.
5. Once you mark the appropriate rows that you would like retrieve or click on
Mark All, click Submit marked data for retrieval from STDADS.
6. For username and password see Step 2 above. Use the Delivery Option STAGE:
Put the data onto the Archive staging Disk. You will receive an e-mail when
your data is available to download via FTP and you will be assigned a request
number.
7. In a terminal window, go to the directory where you want to store the raw data
files (/Users/fgs/fgsdata/<Proposal ID>). FTP into the archive
%>ftp archive.stsci.edu
and use your account information. (see Step 2)
8. Change to the directory where your data is stored.
ftp>cd stage/<user name>/<request number>
9. Transfer the files from the archive onto your computer.
ftp>mget *fits
mget <file name>.fits [anpqy]? a
10. Logout ftp>bye.

§2 TRANSFER MODE REDUCTION:
•

IRAF and STSDAS
1. Run IRAF in the terminal. (NOTE: login.cl is in /Users/fgs/iraf/ directory.)
%>cl
2. Load the STSDAS package.
ecl>stsdas
stsdas>set imtype = hhh
3. Change to the correct directory.
stsdas>cd ../fgsdata/test
4. Use the fits reader to make GEIS files out of the fits files.
stsdas>strfits *fits
IRAF filename: <Hit Enter>
5. Exit IRAF.
stsdas>logout

This routine creates 2 sets of files for each FGS: <file name>.a1d & <file name>.a1h
1 – corresponds to FGS1r. This is the nominal science FGS, or the astrometer.
d – stands for data file.
h – stands for header file.
See the FGS Data Handbook Section 2.1.1 for more detailed description.
The figure below shows an example of the output from STRFITS.

•

IRAF and STSDAS

• FGSPLOT
1. For a preliminary look at the data, use the FGSPLOT tool.

%>fgsplot
FGSPLOT provides many options to view the data. The following steps will only
describe how to view a coadded image. For information on the acquisition path,
see the FGS Data Handbook Section 1.3.
2.

For the following steps I will use as an example the data in
/Users/fgs/fgsdata/test. This is data for the star LB11146 from the Proposal ID
11944. FGS1r was used as the astrometer. When you are prompted, enter the
header filename for the astrometer data file.
enter header file name: fb9r0101m.a1h

3.

To see the actual scans use the (zx) and/or (zy) options. These images are
coadded, but are not shifted.

4.

Hit enter for defaults for scan numbers used in averaging, First sample and
Last Sample.

5.
6.

Use a binning number of 2. or 3.
Hit enter for the sub scan length, or enter a value smaller than the measured
scan length.

7.

For the graph title enter the star name or leave it blank. Then enter your
preference for line type.

8.

Hit enter to continue and use the default for the vertical scale.

9.

You do not nave to output the plot to a file.

10. Enter y if you wish to plot something else. This will return to the initial menu

options. n will exit FGSPLOT.

• FGSPLOT
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• CALFGSA
1. CALFGSA is used on both TRANS and POS Mode Data to separate the GEIS

files into individual scans. To run, just type CALFGSA in the terminal window:
%>calfgsa
2.

You will be prompted for “observation rootname”. This can be in the form of an
individual file
enter observation rootname: fb9r0101m
or a list (obs.lis) with the rootnames of the header files
enter observation rootname: @obs.lis

CALFGSA will create individual files for each scan and for each FGS in the format:
<filename>.1s5
1 – corresponds to FGS1r. This is the nominal science FGS, or the astrometer.
s – stands for scan.
5 – is the scan number.
The program also outputs 2 preliminary co-added files for both x- and y- axes:
<filename>.coadd.x.ps & <filename>.coadd.y.ps

• PTRANS
1. To process the TRANS data and make the final S-curve run PTRANS.

%>ptrans
2.

Like CALFGSA, when prompted for the name of the file(s) you can enter an
individual file rootname
enter: name of the obs or file with list of scans -> fb9r0101m
or a file list preceded by an @ sign
enter: name of the obs or file with list of scans -> @obs.lis

3.

Next you will be prompted to perform a cross correlation. For anything fainter
than V > 14 mag, you run the risk of cross correlating the noise, so you should
perform two runs: once with cross correlating and once without cross correlating.
Otherwise, always cross correlate. The default is yes.
perform cross correlation (y/n) ……………..…… -> y

4.

For the following prompts use the default by hitting enter <CR>, but I have
included here what each default is:
use 100 mas range for cross correlation (y/n) …. -> <CR = y>
process which axis (<CR> = both X and Y) …….. -> <CR>
shall the individual scans be output? …… -> <CR = n>
set x, y limits of data to be analyzed ? ……… -> <CR = n>
de-jitter scans (y=default, n=no-dejitter) ? … -> <CR>
add constants to PMT data? ………………… -> <CR>

5.

After PTRANS processes the data, you will work with the X-axis data first. When
prompted to specify the reference scan number, choose the middle scan (i.e. if
there are 20 scans, enter 10)
specify the X-axis reference scan number: 10
PTRANS will shift and bin all the other scans to this reference scans. If it does
not work, then exit PTRANS and start over with another reference scan.

6.

The program will print out a table with information about each scan. The columns
to take special note of are:
scan – the scan number.
shift – how much the scan is was shifted (in mas) to line up with the
reference scan. Throw out scans with large significantly large
shifts.
rel_diff – is the ratio between sd_fr and ave_sd_fr. This should be about 1
but a good range in values in from 0.7 to 1.4.
The other 4 columns are the standard deviations and average standard deviations
from the mean S-curve in the fringe (fr) and the wings (wg).
After taking a look at the shifts and rel_diff, you are prompted with several
options. After performing each, you will return to this menu.:










enter scan numbers to omit – you can enter in the individual scan number
of a scan with a large shift and/or a bad rel_diff that you do not want in the
final co-added S-curve.
… -> 20
If you want to omit more than one scan, just enter the numbers, separated by
commas.
… -> 1, 20
If you accidentally omit a scan, you can include by entering a negative sign
in front.
… -> -1
The X-axis co-added S-curve and the Y-axis co-added S-curve do NOT need
to have the same scans included. For example, the X-axis you may have
omitted scan #1 but in the Y-axis scan #1 is perfectly acceptable.
set maximum allowable threshold (fx.xx) – this is the maximum threshold
for rel_diff. If you want to exclude a rel_diff larger than 1.2 just enter:
…-> f1.20
choose to plot a scan (p#) – if you want to plot an individual scan, enter the
letter p followed by the scan number (no space).
… -> p20
This will plot the individual scan in blue and the unsmoothed, co-added scan
in red. You will be prompted for the range to plot the data. Use a (all) for
the first plot. Then you will be asked to output plot to a file, re-plot data
with different limits and mark scan for deletion. The default for all of these
is no (n). Then you are given the option to plot another scan (enter just the
scan number) or if you hit enter, you will return to the main menu.
compare smooth/un-smoothed data (cp) – Typing cp will plot the
smoothed, co-added data in red and the unsmoothed, co-added data in blue.
Use this to make sure you are not compromising the quality of the final
smoothed S-curve and whether you need to change the smoothing parameter.
You will be prompted for the smoothing parameter. You can hit enter to use
the default or current value or enter an integer. (see below how to choose
smoothing parameter)
---> 4000
Next you can choose the plot range by either entering a for the whole plot
range, s to plot the ranges used previously in PTRANS or you can choose
the X and Y min and max values.
-------------------------------> xmin: s
Then you will be prompted if you want to output the file and if you would
like to re-plot with different limits. Choosing a smaller X-range (e.g. -0.2 to
0.2) will let you see more detail in the smoothing, as well as remove the
edges of the scan that are bad due to instrumentation effects. I would set the
limits of the plot here.
change the smoothing parameter (sm) – You will get a better fit when
using BINARY_FIT below with smoother data. The default value is 1000.
For a faint star V~14 mag, the smoothing parameter will be roughly around



4000. It will be higher for brighter objects. You may want to start by
changing the value in steps of 1000 and refine it to steps of 50. This is a case
where bigger is better. The smoothing parameter will be approximately the
same for both axes.
In the case where you have multiple fringes due to more than one star in the
FOV, then first smooth the curve to the primary and double check the
secondary.
After entering the smoothing parameter you will be prompted to label the
plot, output the plot to file and reset the plot limits. Hit enter for all of these
and go to cp to plot the smoothed curve.
Hitting enter will set the smoothing parameter and set the scans used for the
final S-curve.
For label #1, enter the target name.
For label #2, enter the date.
(NOTE: The name and data are outputted when you run STRFITS or you can
find that information in the <file name>.tab
Hit enter when prompted to output to a file and re-do with new limits or title.
If this is the X-axis and you are doing both, the program will repeat steps 5-6
for the Y-axis.
Otherwise the program ends here.

PTRANS outputs a total of 6 files, 3 files for both the X-axis and Y-axis.
fb9r0101m.cx – co-added, cross correlated and de-jittered X-axis S-curve
fb9r0101m.cx0 – same as above, but shifted to the reference scan
fb9r0101m.cx0s – same as .cx0 but also smoothed
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• CP_SCURVES
1. You can use the CP_SCURVES routine to look at the output S-curves from

PTRANS and also to check if the star is a binary. The program also creates
postscript files of the S-curves. Run CP_SCURVES:
%> cp_scurves
2.

You can compare any two sets of S-curves, as long as they are from the same axis
(X or Y). When prompted to specify the files, enter the filename with the
extension:
specify s-curve 1 file: fb9r0101m.cx0
specify s-curve 2 file: fb9r0101m.cx0s

3.

Then you will be asked which axis (x or y):
enter fgs axis (x or y) ….. -> x

4.

Enter the name of the output file:
enter output file name …… -> fb9r0101m.cx0.ps

5.

You must specify the graph boundary for the x-axis
specify graph boundaries …. -> -0.2,0.2

6.

The program will plot the first file in red, the second in blue and the difference
between the two curves in white. The white curve should be centered on S(x or y)
= 0. You will be prompted if the white curve needs to be adjusted, meaning if you
want it to be shifted up to be in the plot, or shifted down so that it is not plotted in
the window.
Does diff curve need to be adjusted? ……. -> <CR=n>
If you want to shift it, then you will be prompted how much you would like to
shift the white curve in units of the ordinate (vertical) axis. A positive number
will shift it down; a negative number will shift it up.
Enter increment for curve to be shifted (from zero) -> -0.5
Does diff curve need to be adjusted? ……. -> <CR=n>

7.

Finally you will be prompted if you would like to output plot to a file. If you
choose to do so, it will create a postscript file of the final plot with the name you
specified above.
Output the plot to a file? …………………. -> y

• CP_SCURVES

• CP_SCURVES

§3 FINDING CALIBRATORS
There are six main criteria for choosing a calibrator:
1. The star must be single. Compare the S-curve with other single stars to make sure
that they look the same.
2. Make sure that the calibrator and the target star were observed on the same side of
January 22, 2009. There was an adjustment of the y-axis of FGS1r and the S-curves
prior to this data are different than those after this date. You can find the data of
observation in the <root name>.tab file. The data will be in the following format:
yyyy/ddd – the year, followed by the day of the year ( January 1 = 001). You can
use the program UTDATE (see §5 below) to convert to the more conventional date
format.
3. You want the calibrator and the target to have been observed near in date. See step 2
above on how to determine the date of observation.
4. The calibrator and target should have similar B-V colors. You can look these up in
SIMBAD.
(B-V)1
(B-V)2
Acceptable?
0.0
0.5
Yes
-0.3
2.1
No
NOTES:
•

•

Targets fainter than V = 14 mag the dark current is incoherent with the star.
You do NOT want an equally faint calibrator. Use a brighter calibrator and
the BINARY_FIT routine will take it into account.
For targets brighter than V = 8 mag you need to account for dead time (10%
of photons not accounted for)

5. Both the calibrator and target need to be observed with the same FGS (1r,2,3).
6. The observations need to be done in the same filter (e.g. Neutral Density (ND) or
F583W).

§4 BINARY FITTING
• BINARY_FIT
1. When you have a star that is a binary and have found a suitable, single star

calibrator, run BINARY_FIT in the terminal.
%>binary_fit
2.

Enter the corresponding number to the axis you would like to fit.
choose axis to fit: 1=x, 2=y, 3=x&y --> 3

3.

Then you will be prompted to enter the name of the output file. This can overwrite
pre-existing files.
enter name of the output file to be created ……….. -> mt696.ps

4.

Then enter the shifted and smoothed filename for the corresponding axis.
enter X-axis data filename ………………………… -> f9ea5801m.cx0s

5.

When you are prompted for a bright model star file name, you enter the filename of
your calibrator.
enter X-axis bright model star file name ………... ->f9ea0701m.cx0s

6.

You will be prompted for a faint model. You can use this option if the companion to
the primary is a different color. Otherwise, it will use the bright model S-curve to fit
both components.
enter X-axis faint model star file name …….…... ->

7.

When asked if you want to adjust the target magnitude, you especially want to do
this for faint objects. You will be asked this twice.
adjusting point source S-curve to target magnitude
proceed with adjustment? ----------------------------- > y

8.

From looking at the S-curves you should get an idea of the separation and
magnitude difference of the components. First the program, asks for the separation
(in arcseconds). Make sure you estimate is within 50mas, because that is the search
window when the program is looking for a companion to fit.
enter N if the separation is narrow
<|0.025|:
enter W if the separation is wide
<|0.100|:
enter V if the separation is very wide
<|0.300|:
enter G for specific response initial estimate [N/W /V/G]: G

9.

You are then asked for the magnitude difference. Usually an estimate of 1.0 for
close companions is a good starting point.
enter the estimated magnitude difference -> 1.

10. The magnitude difference should not be held fixed unless the value is from another

source and known very well.

magnitude difference to be held fixed?

-><CR=n>

11. If you did NOT enter ‘G’ in step 8, the program will repeat steps 4-10 for the y-

axis, if fitting both axes. Otherwise, it will continue to step 12.
If you chose ‘G’ in step 8, you will be prompted to enter the separation in mas. A
positive number will mean the secondary is to the right of the primary, a negative
number will mean that the companion is to the left of the primary.
Enter separation (mas) ….. -> -9.4
Enter zero point ………….. -> 0.
12. If your x and y fits are consistent or if you are only doing one axis, then continue to

step 13.
More often than not, they will not be consistent and you will be asked choose which
axis you would like to refit. Usually, the X-axis is the better and more consistent fit,
but choose which ever axes has the larger Sum of Squares. The closer the value is
to zero, the better the result.
Choose which axis to refit (X or Y): X
It will repeat step 11 if applicable.
13. The program will then output the final results of the fits and plot the axes that were

fit.
enter desired range to plot: (<cr> plots -0.2,0.2)
(“a” plots all)
xmin: <CR>
The plot will show the S-curve of your binary in red and the model fit in blue. The
difference between the two is the white line.
14. You will then be prompted if you want to shift the position of the “diff curve” or

the white line in the plot. (see CP_SCURVES step 6).
Does diff curve need to be adjusted? ……. -> <CR =n>
15. Then you are asked if you want to output the plot. Default is no.

Output the plot to a file? …………………. -> <CR=n>
16. You will be given the option to replot with different ranges, which will repeat from

step 13. You must enter something here to continue.
re-plot the date with different (x,y) limits --> n
If this is the last axis, then the program will end here. Other wise it will repeat from
step 13.
The output we are interested in is the difference in magnitude (Δm), separation (ρ) and
position angle (θ). The errors calculated by BINARY_FIT are too small. Good estimates
for the errors are:
Δm
0.1 mag
θ
0.02°
ρ
1-2 mas
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§5 OTHER ROUTINES

• TBINARY

This routine creates S-curves for 3 or more objects in the FOV.
• UTDATE

This program converts the UT date, in the form day of the year, to month and the day.
It also takes into account leap years:
%>utdate
enter date (mm/dd) or day of the year (ddd) -> 247
is this a leap year? ---------------------------------> n
the calendar date is -> sep 4.
UTDATE also converts from calendar date to day of the year:
%>utdate
enter date (mm/dd) or day of the year (ddd) -> 09/04
is this a leap year? ---------------------------------> n
the ut date is -> 247
This program is especially useful when finding calibrators according to date for your
target.

